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1. Making and raising technology

From technological dream to social reality

Technological and social innovation
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Double role for governments in responsible
innovation

Epic battle: Magician Steve Jobs versus Queen
Beatrix

• Stimulating technological
innovation

Steve Jobs announces the first iPhone
(January 9, 2007)

• Stimulating social
innovation with attention to
• Chances and risks
• Winners and losers
• Public values

Pieter van Vollenhoven:
“Everyone was absolutely against
everything. A compulsory seatbelt was
seen as a violation of human rights.”

Epic battle: Magician Steve Jobs versus Queen
Beatrix
Steve Jobs announces the first iPhone
(January 9, 2007)
“Every once in a while
a revolutionary product
comes along that
changes everything.”

Christmas speech Queen Beatrix
(December 25, 2009)

ICT is no longer sacred anymore:
Whistleblower as a public heroe

Christmas speech Queen Beatrix
(December 25, 2009)

“Too much information numbs
people”

“Modern technology appears
to bring people closer to each
other, but they keep on a ‘safe
distance’, hiding behind their
screens.”

Technological citizenship: Triple role for scientists
and engineers in responsible innovation
Technological
citizenship
1 Empowerment
via digital skills
2 Making people
resilient
3 Participate in
democratic
debate

Role for scientists and
engineers
Exploring technical
opportunities
Mitigate risks

Responsible innovation
Making technology

Addressing grand
societal challenges &
safeguarding public
values

Value sensitive design
Blowing the whistle
• Realistic expectations
• Report abuses

Safety by design

Public mission
Stimulating public and political
opinion forming on social and ethical
aspects of science, technology and
innovation
Main target group
Dutch Parliament

2. Rathenau Instituut
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Back and forth to the moon
20 x around the world
800.000 km

Commuting between politics and technology
The Hague
Political capital

Eindhoven
Brainport Eindhoven

Digital transition

Smart Society team at Rathenau

Linda Kool

Tim Jacquemard

Magda Smink

Martijn Biesiot

Michelle Habets

Elma Dujso

Erik de Bakker

Jurriën Hamer

Lilian van Hove

3. Intelligent Machine Age
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First and Second Machine Age

New types of intelligent artefacts
Technology becoming human‐like
MECHANOIDS

HUMANOIDS

ANDROIDS
PHYSICAL

From gadget to digital ecosystem

VIRTUAL

From the oil sisters to the big data brothers

FAAAM

BAT

Intimate technology
moment
Technology
in and nearby us
Technology
just ‘like us’

Merger between man and machine

Technology
between us
Technology
about us
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New digital wave: 8 technological trends
Material world

Biological world

Socio-cultural
world

Robotics

Persuasive technology

Platforms

Internet of Things

Biometrics

VR/AR and social
media

Rise of the Internet of Robotic Things

Digital world

2. THINK

Artificial intelligence

Big data and
algorithms

1. SENSE

3. ACT

Bruce Schneier: “We are building a world‐sized
robot, and we don’t even realize it”

4. ROBOTISATION AS
RATIONALISATION

The pin factory and Adam Smith (1723‐1790)
“A small pin‐factory where
ten workers, each
specializing in a different
aspect of the work [18
steps], could produce over
48,000 pins a day, whereas
if each of these ten had
made the entire pin on his
own, they might not have
made even one pin a day,
and certainly not more
than 20.”

Henry Ford’s moving assembly line (Detroit 1914)

Key ideas of Adam Smith
• Division of labour increases
labour productivity
• Division of labour stimulatres
machanisation and invention
and not vice versa
Conclusion
One first has to reorganize a
certain social practice before
technology can fits into that
practice and take over part of the
activities
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Creating robot‐friendly environments
Rationalization of the factory

Rationalization of your room

“Roombarization”

Rationalization of the Port of Rotterdam

End 19th century

Now: Maasvlakte 2

1966: First container transshipment

Japan’s Robot Revolution Initiative (2015):
Rationalizing the whole society

Towards a robot barrier‐free society (p. 9)
The society … must undergo a
transformation to take full advantage of
robots. … Such kind of society can be
called “robot barrier‐free society” which
should realized.

2030: Robot port

How robot-friendly is robot-friendly
enough? And who is responsible?
“It can’t find the lane
marking!” Kerssemakers
griped to Mayor Eric
Garcetti, who was at the
wheel. “You need to
paint the bloody roads
here!”

What are the limits to rationalisation?

“You’re in a state of
neurotic anxious terror of
making the tiniest slip up”
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Rationalisation and dehumanization
Iron Cage of Rationality

Human dignity: Social and emotional deskilling

Digital Cage of Rationality

Emphasis on rationalization can
reduce freedom and choices of
people and lead to dehumanization

40% decline in empathy
In 2010, a team at the University of
Michigan led by the psychologist Sara
Konrath put together the findings of 72
studies that were conducted over a 30‐year
period. They found a 40 percent decline in
empathy among college students, with
most of the decline taking place after 2000.

Technological citizenship: Triple role for scientists
and engineers in responsible innovation

5. TOWARDS A HUMAN FRIENDLY
ROBOT SOCIETY

Role 1: Making technology that creates
societal benefits
• Greater efficiency, less mistakes,
cheaper products, higher safety
levels, higher quality of services
• Empowering people
• Taking over dirty, dull, dangerous or
dehumanizing jobs
• Ethical obligation to apply robotics
via ‘principle of unnecessary risk’

Technological
citizenship
1 Empowerment
via digital skills
2 Making people
resilient
3 Participate in
democratic
debate

Role for scientists and Responsible innovation
engineers
Exploring technical
Making technology
opportunities
Mitigate risks
Safety by design
Addressing grand
societal challenges &
safeguarding public
values

Value sensitive design
Blowing the whistle
• Realistic expectations
• Report abuses

Role 2. Privacy & security by design

Art project “PROTECT ME” by Iris de Vries
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Digitisation of human life by means of the big data
value chain
2. THINK

Role 3. Value sensitive design

DATA ANALYSIS
PROFILING HUMANS

Charlie Chaplin in Modern Times (1936)

1. SENSE

3. ACT

DATA COLLECTION
MEASURING HUMANS

DATA APPLICATION
INTERVENING IN HUMANS

MySpoon, South Korea (2013)

Kranzberg (1986): “Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral”

Internet as a Utopia for mass surveillance, mass psychological
experimentation, and mass persuasion

Social and ethical issues of digitization
Theme

Issues

Privacy

Data protection, privacy, spatial privacy, mental privacy,
function creep

Security

Information security, identity fraud, physical safety

2. THINK

Autonomy

Freedom of choice, freedom of expression, manipulation,
paternalism

PROFILING HUMANS

Controlling
technology

Control and transparency of algorithms, responsibility,
accountability, unpredictability

Human dignity

Dehumanization, instrumentalization, de‐skilling, de‐
socilaization, unemployment

1. SENSE

3. ACT

MEASURING HUMANS

INFLUENCING HUMANS

Equity and equality

Equity and equality Discrimination, exclusion, equal treatment, unfair bias,
stigmatization
Balance of power

Unfair competition, exploitation, shifting realtions between
consumers and business, and between government and
businesses

Fair human profiling
2. THINK
FAIR PROFILING /
COMPUTING
PRINCIPLES
1. SENSE

3. ACT

FAIR INFORMATION
PRINCIPLES
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Fair intervention principles

Autonomy

2. THINK
FAIR PROFILING /
COMPUTING
PRINCIPLES
1. SENSE

3. ACT
FAIR INTERVENTION
PRINCIPLES

FAIR INFORMATION
PRINCIPLES

Many blind sports in the governance
landscape in the Netherlands

Urgent societal upgrade X
• Embrace the information revolution
• Shape the digital transition based on
shared human values
• Upgrade technological citizenship
• Skills for empowerment
• Skills to deal with risks
• Skills to engage in the political debate

• Upgrade institutions
• Safeguard and update human rights
“National Digitization strategy”

The right not to be measured, analyzed or
coached

The right to meaningful human contact
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Thanks for your attention
Contact information
• Rinie van Est
• q.vanest@rathenau.nl
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